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The future of TV

How the new TV consumer is shaping today’s TV 

market

It will be news to no one that the TV market is evolving at a furious rate, with the ways in which consumers are watching

and consuming TV and movie content shifting on a seemingly daily basis. Without question, the biggest shake-up in the

way channel providers, content owners and pay TV operators think about TV has been driven by the emergence of

Subscription Video-on-Demand (SVOD) players like Netflix, Amazon Prime and regional players like Germany’s Maxdome.

With disruptive no-commitment subscription models, slick user interfaces, multiscreen and multi-device as standard and

easy scalability to a global footprint, SVOD services are not just the new TV channel, but have the potential to fulfil a wider

platform role within the household.

Hysterical reactions focused on the death of traditional TV aside, SVOD players have undoubtedly given the traditional pay

TV operators and channel groups a proverbial kick up the backside, while at the same time providing content owners with

a blueprint for cutting out the middle-man altogether and starting to go direct-to-consumer. As such they very much

represent the future of TV today.

What is very clear, though, is that SVOD services attract a very specific type of consumer, one who is very engaged with

content, very well connected, device hungry and willing to spend on TV and film when given what they want. In many

ways, this consumer segment is the ideal for monetizing TV and movie content. Reaching them will be key, but keeping

them engaged will be challenging.

Content will remain central; not just in the types of production that most engage this consumer segment, but also the way

in which it is delivered, sold and bundled.

With a focus on the big five European markets (UK, Italy, Germany, Spain and France) and the USA, this report

takes a detailed look at the future TV consumer and offers a few insights into what needs to be done to future-

proof the TV market and the content industry that serves it.



Finding the future TV viewer

One consumer segment: half of all SVOD viewers

It’s striking that one consumer segment accounts for almost half of all SVOD viewers. Ampere Analysis has carried

out consumer research across nine European markets and the USA and segmented consumers into one of five types.

Across the general market, each segment represents around 20% of the population, but when looking at SVOD services,

by far the largest single segment is the Content Connoisseur. They account for almost half of Netflix customers and a

similar proportion of customers to other SVOD services.

While traditional pay TV platforms slightly over-index for Content Connoisseurs, SVOD services of all kinds over-index

very significantly. This segment displays behaviors and outlooks that show it is fully embracing the new ways in which TV

and movie content can be consumed. Crucially this segment is not made up of young kids whose behaviors may alter as

they reach adulthood, but instead represents a notable group of moneyed, informed and highly-connected adults in their

20s and 30s who are driving non-linear viewing and new consumption patterns across multiple screens.
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Pay TV and SVOD

Brothers in arms or arch enemies?

The US is the most developed market for SVOD and OTT services and has by far the most compelling content offer of any

market within the SVOD space. As such, it offers a marker for the future in terms of the relationship between SVOD and

traditional pay TV. What’s especially interesting about the USA is that, unlike some European players, US pay TV

operators have remained largely resistant to collaboration with third-party SVOD services.

Nonetheless, SVOD in combination with pay TV is now a bigger market segment in the USA than pay TV alone.

What does that mean for business? It means that services like Netflix, Hulu and Amazon Prime are becoming an essential

part of the in-home entertainment channel mix without necessarily substituting the incumbent pay TV or channel provider.

Let’s not be naïve. Cord-cutting in the USA is a sustained and significant trend that is undoubtedly driven in part by the

alternatives offered by SVOD offers. But it is not, by any means, a clear-cut case of either/or.
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SVOD only

A growing sub-group

Cord-cutting in the US market has led to the emergence of a new sub-set of viewers who are satisfied with no traditional

pay TV service, but instead make do with free-to-air TV supplemented by one or more SVOD services. These SVOD-only

homes are still very much in the minority, but are growing as a group. Ampere research shows that this sub-grouping is

largest in the Scandinavian markets, but is also significant in the UK and US.

What’s also very clear is the polarization of demographics between homes taking pay TV without SVOD and

homes taking SVOD only. SVOD-only homes skew to viewers in their 20s and 30s; pay TV only homes skew heavily to

viewers in their 40s and 50s with a noticeable roughly equal skew in the 35-44 age group…clearly a transitionary group a

little too old to be heavily engaged with SVOD as a main pay TV service (for which they under-index against average) but

also not wedded to pay TV as the only option (they show average pay TV uptake).
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Dispelling a few myths about the future of TV

Where are you going, where have you been?

Before we meet the Content Connoisseur in detail and look at ways that traditional players and content owners can

engage with them, lets dispel a few myths about the future of TV. We’ll start by getting this one out of the way: traditional

linear TV is not dead. By many measures it is in rude health. Even when looking at the behavior of the new TV consumer,

pay TV and the traditional linear content market still has legs. And pretty nice looking ones at that. Even among the

Content Connoisseurs, the core demographic segment for SVOD services, much of their behavior indicates that linear TV

remains an important part of the viewing day. To summarize:

• For the population as a whole, the vast majority of viewing time in both the US and Europe is linear. According to

Ampere Analysis research, non-linear viewing stands at one hour eleven minutes per person per day in the UK, one

hour and 44 minutes in the USA and between 36 and 45 minutes in the other big European markets. But, daily average

total viewing time is closer to four hours a day.

• Globally, Ampere figures show that subscription OTT accounts for just 4.7% of pay TV revenue.

• In most countries, Content Connoisseurs (the key SVOD demographic) are more likely, not less likely, to also take

traditional pay TV services, although in the USA, where cord-cutting is rife, they are a little less likely than average to

take pay TV.

• Content Connoisseurs are much more likely to subscribe to additional (traditional) premium movie channels than

average.

• Overall viewing time of the Content Connoisseur is lower than average, but not that much lower. Age has a much

stronger correlation with the amount of time spent watching TV. Younger (18-24) Millennials watch the least, but that

may well change as they age.

So why all the fuss about SVOD and OTT? Simply, OTT is punching well above its weight in terms of impact on the

wider industry. To write it off based on its net revenue contribution, or the fact that it still represents a minority of viewing

time is to miss the point that a behavioral inflection point has been reached from which there is no return. Traditional

players are not going to be knocked out of the market, but they risk falling rapidly behind if they don’t address the needs of

the new TV consumer. Content producers, too, need to think about how they can address this key segment.



Alliteration and illumination

From Content Connoisseur to Digitally Detached…

We segment consumers in to five groups, each showing distinct behaviours and attitudes towards TV consumption and

content preference. While we are focusing in this report on one particular segment—that most likely to take SVOD

services—it will be useful to briefly describe all five segments to place our analysis of the Content Connoisseur into

perspective.

Content Connoisseurs: Young, wealthy, highly connected and very engaged with content, this sociable and trend-setting

segment is a key target for subscription products. They like pay TV, but they arguably like SVOD and on-demand services

even more. Grab them now, while you still can.

TV Traditionalists: Middle-aged and middle-income, the TV Traditionalists is not the adventurous type. They like TV but

they like it linear. Keep them happy with sport, just about the only thing they are passionate about.

Super Spenders: Spreading across all age groups, Super Spenders have cash to burn and they like pay TV. They

engage well with shows and like to talk about the things they watch when socializing. More adventurous than the TV

traditionalists, they are nonetheless strong believers in the future of linear broadcast.

Broadcast Bingers: Binge viewing of TV shows is the key characteristic of this less sociable, lower income group. A

decent selection of box sets should keep them happy, as long as the price is right.

Digitally Detached: Old, not very sociable and with almost no interest in TV, movies or devices, this lower income group

is pretty hard to reach. Their lethargy is actually one of their key redeeming features as they are the least likely segment to

churn from TV and other communications services.



Profiling the Content Connoisseur

What drives this segment?

Young, wealthy, highly engaged with both content and devices, well connected and discerning, the Content Connoisseur is

a key target group for pay TV providers looking to future-proof their customer base.

Content Connoisseurs love to have the latest technology and don’t mind paying for it. They engage with all types of

content but still struggle to find things to watch. They even engage strongly with advertising and find that the adverts they

see are usually well targeted to them.

They watch a little less TV than average and, when they do watch, they favour on-demand, online and catch-up TV. Partly

because going out and socializing is an important part of their life.

Being content hungry, they tend to take multiple paid-OTT services and also are much more likely to take subscription

music streaming services.

The big challenge for traditional pay TV providers is that this group truly believes they simply won’t need broadcast TV

within the next five years. And they’re fickle. Content Connoisseurs are the most likely to churn from all of their

entertainment and communications providers of all the consumer segments.

For content owners and channels to target this group correctly, a holistic approach on how content is delivered, both from

a device and business-model perspective, is required in combination with a focus on the right type of content creation.



Viewing and devices

Less is more, at least when it’s linear

Content Connoisseurs watch far less linear TV than average, although their overall viewing time is only a little lower.

Encouragingly for traditional channel groups and pay TV operators, non-linear viewing is driven by paid VOD and channel

catch-up services, although online streaming is also important.

Device-wise, Content Connoisseurs are highly connected and show well above average uptake and usage of pretty much

every brand and type of video-capable device. They particularly love Apple products, but are increasingly using Samsung

tablets and smart-phones as well as games consoles. They are more likely to also favour ‘techy’ brands like Nexus, Roku

and Google. And they are using these devices for viewing. Content Connoisseurs are more likely to watch online video on

a smart TV than on a PC (in other households the PC is the more frequently used devices). This suggests that device

choices in the homes of the Content Connoisseurs are centered on TV viewing and accessing non-linear content

while maximizing the quality and user experience.
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All about the App

But key channel brands give a good showing

So, devices aside, how are Content Connoisseurs accessing content? Like other groups, Youtube is the most regularly

used online video app, but what is telling about the habits of the Content Connoisseurs is that packaged and, crucially,

paid-for apps like Netflix and Amazon Prime assume far greater importance than in the wider population.

Netflix even surpasses Facebook video as a key online video app in the home (in the average home Facebook video is

second only to Youtube). In addition, other packaged long-form content-driven apps like Hulu and key channel-brand OTT

services like HBO Go and the UK’s Sky Go are far more heavily used in the households of Content Connoisseurs (typically

more than twice as likely to have been used versus the average home). There are a number of take-ways from this. For a

start, the Content Connoisseur is not rejecting traditional TV channel brands or services or gorging on short-form or user-

generated content. Their behavior is actually driven by the same content that drives the traditional TV market, they

simply choose to engage with it in a slightly different way. They also choose to supplement it with additional channels that

embrace new delivery formats like Hulu, Netflix and Amazon Prime.
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TV shows are key

Broad and deep with an arthouse twist

Content Connoisseurs love TV shows, although the importance of TV shows for Content Connoisseurs does show some

significant differences across markets, being very popular for this segment in the US, UK and France and less important to

viewing in Spain, Germany and Italy. Drilling down into the content preferences of Content Connoisseurs who do love TV

Shows indicates that their genre preferences are slightly different from typical Content Connoisseur: They particularly

like comedy, drama, romance and family TV.

The fact that the degree to which TV shows are important has such distinct geographic differences, between the US and

UK and Germany and Southern Europe is almost certainly an artefact of the quality English-language original drama

series produced in the US and UK markets. This may also explain why these markets have a higher proportion of Content

Connoisseurs overall, a case of content chicken and egg, perhaps?
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Movies are even more important

And consistently loved across countries

In most traditional pay TV markets, sport is the key driver for subscription with movies very much in second place. What is

clear from examining the Content Connoisseurs, however, is that while they like sport (even a little more than average), it

is not the key driver for their viewing. Movies assume far greater importance than sport in engaging the Content

Connoisseur.

The favourite genres of the Content Connoisseur are also telling. Comedy, drama and romance drive the viewing choices

of those who really love TV shows while Comedy, music and arthouse are the favourite genres of those among the group

who really love movies. What is clear is that the viewing behavior of Content Connoisseurs is not driven by the hyper-

premium rights associated with top-league sports and the latest Hollywood blockbusters. This comedy, drama and

arthouse-driven middle-ground is the traditional domain of many of the major channel groups and, as such, these groups

have the opportunity to soundly address the content demands of the Content Connoisseur, if they get the delivery right.
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A little fly in the ointment

Content Connoisseurs more likely to churn 

Content Connoisseurs sound great, right? Willing to spend, fully engaged with all sorts of content, well connected and

living in homes with a rich installed base of video-capable devices…they even like advertising if it’s properly targeted. And

they love a good and wide mix of SVOD and streamed content services, making them an ideal target for Direct-to-

Consumer packages and options. What more could a content provider want? Well, whether your business model is to try

going direct or to partner with established platforms, a little customer loyalty never goes amiss. The problem: Content

Connoisseurs are the group most likely to churn from all their in-home entertainment and communications

services, not just from pay TV.

All problems can also become opportunity if tackled right,

and clearly the prevailing reasoning today is to offer no-

commitment month-to-month contracts that rely on lethargy

to maintain customer connection. That’s what the major

global SVOD providers and the local pay TV driven OTT

services are doing, sometimes seeing it as an upsell

opportunity to a core service differentiated on either content

or signal quality. Longer-term, though, this strategy may well

be missing a trick and acting as a self-fulfilling prophecy in

respect to behavior. We can’t nail an exact reason why

Content Connoisseurs are more likely to churn, but being

better informed due to their connectivity and wide access to

a range of services and offers is probably a major reason.

We also know Content Connoisseurs will commit to the right

premium channels, so engaging them long term becomes an

exercise in customer management by continuing to develop

and provide services that match their consumption, device

and programme preferences.
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How do the traditional players stack up?

Could do better?

We’ve already noted that almost half of all SVOD customers are Content Connoisseurs. The high number of this group

among the SVOD customer base stands, even though there are stark geographic differences in the proportion of Content

Connoisseurs in each market.

Germany and France have the lowest number of Content Connoisseurs in the general population at 11% and 13%, yet the

proportion of the SVOD customer base that come from the Content Connoisseur group in these countries is similar to

other markets. In Germany, despite only 11% of the population being Content Connoisseurs, 25% of SVOD customers fall

into this group. In France it is 36% (against average of 13%); in Italy 36%; Spain 46% and in the UK and US, 42%. By

contrast, the traditional pay TV players typically trend to average for the Content Connoisseur as a customer, over-

indexing for this group only slightly. But buried in these statistics is a very interesting pattern. Traditional players are

more likely to over-index for Content Connoisseurs in markets where premium pay TV is less developed. This

suggests untapped demand for an offer that gets it right, meaning despite being counter-intuitive, weaker pay TV markets

may actually be great for SVOD and direct OTT.
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Sky Now hitting home

Branded stand-alone OTT works

If the existing pay TV players are largely serving the average, while SVOD services are increasingly pulling in the Content

Connoisseur, then there is a significant and real medium-term threat to pay TV and the channel groups and content

owners that rely on it. But, there are a number of factors that we’ve already noted that potentially play to the

strengths of the established players:

• Content Connoisseurs like quality long-form content,

drama, TV shows and movies.

• Viewing experience and viewing quality are important to

them and they favour large-screen viewing experiences and

devices.

• They are far more likely to favour packaged paid-for

subscriptions OTT services over free lower-quality short-form

content and they still buy linear premium TV channels.

• Connectivity and device choices seem to be driven by

entertainment content, not the other way around.

Sky’s Now TV, the separately-branded OTT service from the UK’s main pay TV provider, shows how effectively traditional

pay TV groups can target Content Connoisseurs. While Sky’s core pay TV service trends to average for this key group,

41% of Now TV’s customer are Content Connoisseurs versus 28% for Sky pay TV and a UK average of 25%, giving Now

TV a customer profile similar to Netflix. Sky has focused on core content (including full access to its premium movie

channels on a subscription basis) and key linear entertainment channel brands (with bundled series box sets). Sport is

also available, but on a slightly more restricted basis (day or week pass versus monthly subscription). In addition, Now TV

has very targeted device connectivity that plays to the Content Connoisseur’s favourites: a dedicated box, games

consoles, Roku, Chromecast and Apple TV are the core devices alongside PC access.
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Learning from the new kids

Targeted acquisition has helped attract key segment

If Now TV is getting it right in the UK with the benefit of full access to all the major Hollywood studio’s output and a strong

relationship with the major channel groups, what can we learn from the newer players in terms of successfully capturing

this consumer segment with the right content offer. Internationally, Netflix’s content access is more restricted than in the

US. But what is clear from looking at Netflix’s catalogue is that it has chosen to target very specific areas that

align with the preferences of the Content Connoisseur:

• Sport is almost non-existent. While Netflix has made clear it

has no intention of bidding for live sports rights, it has also

avoided related non-live content, choosing instead to focus on

areas that better target its core segment.

• Drama, comedy, documentary and kids content make up the

majority of Netflix’s catalogue. Our analysis shows that Comedy

and drama are the two favourite genres of the Content

Connoisseur.

• Within these preferences, they particularly favour action and

adventure and sci-fi and fantasy content which Netflix also

programmes heavily.

• Content Connoisseurs skew to households with young kids,

explaining (alongside ease of rights access) the large volume of children’s content.

But there are still areas where Netflix (or another player) could effectively programme and target content

acquisition more without breaking the bank: Lifestyle and music are just two of the key genres that Content

Connoisseurs particularly favour but are currently under-represented in Netflix’s content offer.
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SVOD own production

Striving for originality with a focus

If the wider, largely acquired, catalogue of Netflix seems to be heavily targeted, what about own production? Netflix’s (and

Amazon’s) original production strategy helps overcome a number of barriers to the international expansion of SVOD

services, not least the freedom gained in rights exploitation. But more importantly, it gives the opportunity to target their

programme mix at the most valuable part of the customer base. Netflix is open about its use of algorithms to help with

production targeting, but there are actually a number of factors that need to be considered above and beyond content

genre. Many of these are strategic.

Given the cost of rights acquisition for blockbuster movies

and hit shows it makes sense to target subjects, genres

and storylines in areas aligned with the current mega-hits

already in the market (either theatrically or on key TV

Networks), thus riding on the demand wave while gaining

Absolute flexibility in exploitation. But while expensive headline

shows certainly fulfil a need, there is a perhaps greater need

to fill libraries with original content of a lower-cost nature.

This explains the large volume of comedy (much of which is

one-off stand-up performance) and of documentary. Kids’

content would also arguably fall into this category.

That said, it is clear that Netflix and Amazon, while operating within their own strategic and cost restraints, are

still targeting their original productions at key genres for the Content Connoisseur. Both providers main focus is on

Comedy, drama and kids content. We’ve noted that comedy is the single most important genre for Content Connoisseurs,

followed by drama. We also know they skew to households with young children, and while adult Content Connoisseurs

don’t list kids content as a favourite genre, they do significantly over-index for liking it among all the content they enjoy.
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Action & Adventure, but not enough love

More romance please 

More key content patterns emerge when looking at all genres of programming that the Content Connoisseur enjoys. One

of those patterns, we’ve already talked about: they have an above average interest in kids content, a factor of their typical

household makeup. But there are a number of other areas on which content owners wishing to target their production to

Content Connoisseurs should focus.

When considering all genres of content (rather than favourite) that Content Connoisseurs enjoy, the three key areas are

arthouse, children’s and music. They also particularly enjoy cultural programming, romance and fantasy/Sci-fi. Looking at

a sub-genre analysis of Netflix and Amazon originals, its clear that there has been a focus on action and

adventure and crime drama and programming. Titles like Sense 8 and Between aside, it’s arguably that sci-fi & fantasy

look notably under-served in Netflix’s and Amazon’s current production slate, despite the evident success of competing

franchises like HBO’s Game of Thrones. A little more romance would clearly not go amiss either, as shows with a romantic

bent are notably absent from the originals slate, despite a strong preference for this genre among Content Connoisseurs.
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Licensing strategies in a global market

Missing a trick in a tricky world?

While original production clearly helps Netflix’s global licensing conundrum, there are still areas where it may be missing a

trick with programming that could be acquired or produced at relatively low cost. But based on an analysis of areas

currently under-served, opportunities exist for more programming (and potentially direct-to-consumer SVOD plays) based

on the following type of content:

• Live music performance one-offs

• Lifestyle

• Children’s and family

• Romantic drama

• Cultural and arthouse/indie

All of these areas are under-served relative to content

preference of the core audience by the major global

SVOD players. These are thus key programme areas for

attracting Content Connoisseurs. These take-aways are

equally relevant for content owners and producers; those

Looking to launch new SVOD or direct-to-consumer plays

(either new or based on existing channel brands…and it’s

notable that all these areas are well served by global linear channel groups); and pay TV operators seeking add-on

services that help future-proof their offer for the new TV viewer. So, with a little analysis, it’s possible to future-proof

subscription TV and target production to the segment most at risk of moving away from the existing platforms. We’ve

summarized a few key ideas on the next page.
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How to target the Content Connoisseur 

Learnings and leanings

• Go Apple early: Apple is key, not just because Content Connoisseurs over-index significantly for Apple devices, but

because those that own Apple devices are far more likely to buy subscription products and premium TV channels than

their Android-owning peers.

• Traditional triple-play bundles may not work: Flexibility may help drive initial subscription because tying this

segment down is challenging. They are the least likely to take triple-play bundles of any group. That means getting the

content offer right is even more crucial. Longer-term Content Connoisseurs will pay, however.

• But consider a non-linear bundle: Delivering lots of different content is not enough to engage this group. They want

plenty of variety in add-on (preferably streamed OTT) services. That means a selection of SVOD and OTT services

from multiple providers in a bundle alongside music streaming is a key way to attract this viewer.

• Don’t blow all your money on sport: This segment demands a full range of TV and movie content and will be less

swayed by expensive sports rights. Broad and deep is key, but consider over-delivering certain niche genres like

cultural, arthouse and music. For TV shows, look to fill demand for fantasy, kids and romance alongside the more

mainstream TV.

• Movies and more movies: Content-wise sport isn’t key, but movies certainly are. Blockbusters are not crucial, but

independent/arthouse content is likely to be a winner.

• Have a laugh: Content Connoisseurs love comedy so a focus on comedy won’t go amiss. Drama is also important so

TV series and box-sets can act as a driver, although this is one area where a different strategy in different geographies

could be rewarded. Take note of the programme areas we’ve highlighted that are currently under-served by the major

players in this space.

• Get the device/App mix right: Because Content Connoisseurs love content and love to watch long-form on a decent

screen, it shouldn’t all be about mobile devices. That’s important, but smart TVs or devices that connect to a main TV

are arguably more important for the viewing experience. This is a key difference versus the average TV consumer.

Content quality (in terms of image) is likely to ascend in importance for this group.

• Look at opportunities not currently fulfilled by the major SVOD providers: Lifestyle, sport, culture, and music

(programming) all look like niches where demand currently exceeds supply. Within drama, romance and sci-fi/fantasy

look strong opportunities.



Our websites

http://feeds.feedburner.com/mipworld/ABNF

http://twitter.com/mip

http://youtube.com/mipmarkets

http://facebook.com/mipmarkets

http://linkd.in/mipmarkets

http://flickr.com/photos/mipmarkets

To download our MIPTV / MIPCOM app:

http://bit.ly/mymipapp

To follow us:

http://www.miptv.com http://www.mipcom.com
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www.ampereanalysis.com | www.twitter.com/ampereanalysis | www.twitter.com/tvintelligence

Guy Bisson is research director of Ampere Analysis, a new breed of analyst firm founded January 2015 by an experienced

team of sector-leading industry analysts specialising in pay & multiscreen TV and next-generation content distribution.

Ampere Analysis delivers market insight, data and forecasts, using a variety of research methodologies. It offers three

online data services, all with global coverage:

• Ampere Markets: Global company-level KPIs, analysis and forecasts on the pay TV, OTT, broadband and multichannel

markets covering customers, revenues, ARPUs and growth, providing an informed view on the future winners and

losers in the fast-evolving TV distribution space.

• Ampere Consumer: Insight on the TV consumption behaviour, device trends and content preferences of TV viewers in

ten key markets, including the USA, helping you to understand how your audience is reacting to the changing media

landscape.

• Ampere Analytics: A deep-dive analysis of the content market and content licensing at a title level , Ampere Analytics'

Content Track provides key metrics about the world’s leading VOD and SVOD services across international markets,

focusing on the pricing and availability of TV and film titles by country and store.
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